
Rogue Galaxy

Game Overview

Level 5, renowned creators of Dark Cloud™ and Dark Chronicle™, are again,

set to push the boundaries of the RPG genre with the unveiling of Rogue

Galaxy, the third title in the series.

Fusing  fantasy  with  reality,  the  setting  is  the  Milky  Way Galaxy,  home of

numerous planets.  It is a place where rivalries and conflicts between worlds

never settle; a place where arms dealers prosper behind the scenes of great

wars,  and a  place where buccaneers venture  forth  across the cosmos,  in

search of great treasure. 

Rogue Galaxy tells the story of the adventures of one band of space pirates

who would one day become legends of Milky Way lore. Using top of the range

technology to create epic battle scenes with an anime style, combined with

incredibly  detailed  backgrounds,  Level  5  has  developed  a  games  that

challenges the traditional perceptions of the RPG genre, creating a unique

world unlike any other.
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